KLAS Report Recognizes CSC as Most Experienced in CIS and CPOE Implementation, Which are Necessary Elements for Meeting Meaningful Use Requirements for Electronic Health Records.

CSC is a global leader in providing technology-enabled solutions and services through three primary lines of business. These include Business Solutions and Services, the Managed Services Sector and the North American Public Sector. CSC's advanced capabilities include systems design and integration, information technology and business process outsourcing, applications software development, Web and application hosting, mission support and management consulting. The company has been recognized as a leader in the healthcare industry, including being named by FORTUNE Magazine as one of the World’s Most Admired Companies for Information Technology Services (2010).

CSC's Health Delivery Practice is experiencing major growth. We have immediate opportunities for individuals with broad and specific knowledge and expertise in many different areas of healthcare. We are actively hiring individuals with prior clinical, pharmacy and billing systems implementation specifically in the following vendor packages to serve in implementation roles, project management, director or as a CPOE subject matter expert:

- Epic ADT/Prelude, Cadence, InPatient, Optime, Resolute, Rx, Ambulatory
- Epic Clinical Documentation
- Epic Ancillary

Our partnership with Epic Systems Corporation and our solid relationships with MEDITECH, Cerner and Eclipsys Corporation enable us to further develop the professional skills of our associates through training and hands-on project experience.

Please email me at mpage7@csc.com and let me know if you would be open to a brief discussion to see what CSC has to offer you.
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